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We prove a multiplicity result for the Yamabe problem on the manifold (S, g~ ),
where g~ is a perturbation of the standard metric g0 of S n. Solutions are found by
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1. INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Let (Mn, g), n3, be a compact Riemannian n-dimensional manifold
with scalar curvature Rg . Let [ g] denote the class of metric conformally
equivalent to g. The Yamabe problem consists in looking for a metric
g$ # [ g] such that for its scalar gurvature Rg$ there results Rg$ #1. This
problem amounts to finding a positive solution u # H1 (S n) of
&2cn 2g u+Rgu=u(n+2)(n&2), cn=2
(n&1)
(n&2)
, (1)
where 2g denotes the LaplaceBeltrami operator. Actually, if u is such a
solution then g$=u4(n&2)g is a conformal metric satisfying Rg$ #1.
A positive answer to the Yamabe problem has been given by T. Aubin
[1, 2], see also the review [13], who has shown that if n6 and (Mn, g) is
not locally conformally flat then the Yamabe problem has a solution. The
locally conformally flat case and dimensions n=3, 4, 5 have been handled
by R. Schoen and S. T. Yau [17] and by R. Schoen [15], respectively.
Much less is known about the existence of multiple solutions. One case
is rather trivial: if g0 denotes the standard metric on S n and ,: S n  S n is
any conformal nonisometric map, then problem (1) with g=,*g0 has
infinitely many solutions. Other examples can be given on some product
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manifolds, see [2, 16], or on manifolds that are invariant under some
group action, see [11, 12]. See also Section 5.7 of [2].
Apart from these cases, we do not know any further multiplicity result
and the purpose of this paper is to discuss a new class of metrics on Sn,
close to the standard one, such that the Yamabe problem has at least two
solutions.
Let us consider the unit sphere Sn endowed with the standard metric g0 .
It is convenient to use the stereographic projection _ and transform (1)
into an equivalent equation on Rn. Precisely, let E=D1, 2 (Rn) and let
z0 (x)=}n }
1
(1+|x|2) (n&2)2
, }n=(4n(n&1))(n&2)4 (2)
denote the unique (up to dilations and translations) solution to the
problem
{&2cn 2u=u
(n+2)(n&2) in Rn
u>0, u # E.
(P0)
Setting in stereographic coordinates, g~ =z&4(n&2)0 g, problem (1) is equiv-
alent to finding a solution of
{&2cn 2g~ u+Rg~ u=u
(n+2)(n&2) in Rn
u>0, u # E.
(3)
Solutions of (3) are the critical points of the functions f: E  R,
f (u)=|
Rn \cn |{g~ u|2+
1
2
Rg~ u2&
1
2*
|u|2*+ dVg~ . (4)
Let us recall that the isometry @ between H1 (Sn) and E given by @(u)(x)=
z0 (x) u(_&1 ( } )) transforms the functional f into the corresponding func-
tional J: H 1 (S n)  R,
J(u)=|
Sn \cn |{gu|2+
1
2
Rgu2&
1
2*
|u|2*+ dVg .
In particular, f, including the term  Rg~ u2, is well defined and smooth on E.
In the sequel we shall be interested in a class of metrics g~ of the form
g~ =$+=h with components
g~ ij (x)=$ ij+=hij (x), (5)
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where $ij are the Kronecker symbols, and hij : Rn  R, i, j=1, ..., n are
smooth functions. More specifically, to give an idea of our nonuniqueness
results, let us take
h11=a(x), hij #0 for i, j>1. (6)
With this choice of g~ , Eq. (1) becomes
&2cn 2u=u(n+2)(n&2)+K(=, x, u, Du, D2u), (7)
where K is a suitable perturbation term depending also on h. Equation (7)
can be handled by means of a perturbation method in critical point theory
introduced in [35]. This approach has been used in [6] in connection
with the scalar curvature problem on Rn to improve some preceding results
by [9, 14]. The abstract setting consists, roughly, in seeking for critical
points of a functional f= (u)= f0 (u)+=G(u) where f0 possesses a finite
dimensional manifold Z of critical points satisfying a suitable non-
degeneracy condition. It is shown that near Z there exists a perturbed
manifold Z= such that the stationary points of f= can be found by looking
for the critical points of f= constrained on Z= . Actually, in the case of the
Yamabe problem this abstract approach needs to be modified because
G |Z #0. Precisely, here f= has the form
f= (u)= f0 (u)+=G1 (u)+=2G2 (u)+o(=2),
where
f0 (u)=| \cn |{u| 2& 12* |u| 2*+ dx
and
Z={z+, !=+&(n&2)2z0 \x&!+ + | +>0, ! # Rn= .
It turns out that G1 (z)=0 for all z # Z and then for z= # Z= there results
f= (z=)=b+=21(z)+o(=2).
Here b= f0 (z) is a constant and 1: Z  R is a suitable finite dimensional
functional which depends on G$1 and G2 . The explicit expression of 1 shows
that it can be extended to +=0 and there result 1(0, !)#0. Moreover, for
n6 one finds that all the derivatives with respect to + up to order 3
evaluated at (0, !) are zero. Furthermore, if a is non constant there results
lim+  0+ +&41(+, !)<0 (& if n=6) for some !. Since 1(+, !)  0 as
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++|!|  , 1 achieves a minimum at some (+1 , !1) and (7) has a solution
u1, = such that u1, =  z+1, !1 as =  0. By the way, this is in accordance with
the Aubin result in which a minimum of the Sobolev quotient is found by
choosing appropriate text functions concentrated near points where the
Weyl tensor W{0. Actually the first order term W in the expansion of W
does not vanish if g~ has the form (56) and a is non constant. The new
feature here is that our approach is more precise because it allows us to
locate the solutions u= of (7). Taking advantage of this fact we can show
Theorem 1.1. Let g~ have the form (56), with
a(x)={(x)+|(x&x0).
Suppose that n6, and that {, |0, {, | have compact support and let |x0 |
be large enough. Then the Yamabe problem (7) has at least two distinct
solutions provided = is small enough.
For more general results, see Theorems 6.3 and 6.5.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some preliminary
calculation that lead to the explicit form of f= , G1 , G2 . In Section 3 we out-
line the abstract setting adapted to our situation. Section 4 is devoted to
show how this abstract set up applies to the Yamabe problem. In Section 5
the proof of Theorem 1.1 is given and in Section 6 some improvements are
discussed. Since most of the arguments rely on heavy, but straight, calcula-
tion we have postponed in an Appendix some of them. Even so, it would
have been too long to insert a detailed proof of our existence results in the
general case. For this reason the proof of Theorem 1.1 is carried out in
some details for a specific choice of a. The general case does not require
new ideas and hence is sketched, only.
Notation
We will work mainly in the functional space E=D1, 2 (Rn), which is the
completion of C c (R
n) with respect to the Dirichlet norm &u&=
Rn |{u|
2 dx. (u, v) is the standard scalar product Rn ({u, {v) dx, for
u, v # E.
If E is an Hilbert space and f # C2 (E, R) is a functional, we denote by
f $ or {f its gradient; f "(u): E  E is the linear operator defined by duality
in the following way
( f "(u) v, w)=D2f (u)[v, w], \v, w # E.
If u # crit( f ), we denote by m( f, u) the Morse index of u.
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Given u: Rn  R, and given + # R, ! # Rn, we set u+, ! =
+&(n&2)2u((x&!)+); it is worth noticing that
&u+, !&2*=&u&2* , &u+, ! &E=&u&E , for all u # E.
_ denotes the stereographic projection _: Sn=[x # Rn+1 | |x|=1]  Rn
trough the north pole, where we identify Rn with [x # Rn+1 | xn+1=0].
For i, j integers we set
I ij=|
Rn
|x| i
(1+|x|2) j
,
whenever this integral is defined.
Moreover, for every homogeneous monomial P(x) and for every integer
j we set
Ij (P(x))=|
Rn
P(x)
(1+|x|2) j
,
whenever this integral makes sense.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we will prove some lemmas which will enable us to write
f in a form suitable for using the perturbation method sketched before. Let
R= denote the scalar curvature of g~ given by (5).
Lemma 2.1. We have
R= (x)==R1 (x)+=2R2 (x)+o(=2),
where
R1=:
i, j
D2ij hij&2 tr h; (8)
and
R2 =&2 :
k, j, l
hkj D2lkhlj+ :
k, j, l
hkj D2llhkj+ :
k, j, l
hkj D2jkh ll
+
3
4
:
k, j, l
Dkh jl Dkh jl& :
k, j, l
Dlh jl Dkh jk+ :
k, j, l
Dlhjl Djhkk
&
1
4
:
k, j, l
Dj hll D jhkk&
1
2
Djhlk Dl hjk .
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Proof. First of all we need to express the matrix g~ ij=(g~ )&1ij as an
expansion in terms of =: if we write g~ &1=I+=A+=2B, from the relation
(I+=h)(I+=A+=2B)=I+o(=2),
we obtain immediately
g~ ij=$ij&=h ij+=2 :
s
his hsj+o(=2). (9)
The Christoffel symbols are given by
1 lij=
1
2 [Di g~ kj+Dj g~ ki&Dk g~ ij] g~
kl,
so, using (5) and (9) we obtain
1 lij =
=
2
:
k \$kl&=hkl+=
2 :
s
hkshsl+ (Dihkj+Dj hki&Dkhij)
==(Dihlj+D jhli&Dlhij)
&
=2
2
:
k
hkl (Dihkj+Dj hki&Dk hij)+o(=2). (10)
The components of the Riemann curvature tensor are
Rlkij=D i1
l
jk&D j1
l
ik+1
l
im1
m
jk&1
l
jm1
m
ik .
Hence, using (10) we obtain
R lkij =
=
2
(D2ikhlj+D
2
jl hik&D
2
ilhjk&D
2
jk hli)
+=2 _12 :s Dj hsl (Dihsk+Dk hsi&Dshik)
&
1
2
:
s
Dihsl (Dj hsk+Dk hsj&Dshjk)
+
1
2
:
s
hsl (D2jk hsi&D
2
js hik)&
1
2
:
s
hsl (D2ik hsj&D
2
is hjk)
+
1
4
:
m
(D ihlm+Dm hli&Dl him)(D jhmk+Dk hmj&Dmhjk)
&
1
4
:
m
(D jhlm+Dm hlj&Dl hjm)(D ihmk+Dk hmi&Dmhik)&
+o(=2). (11)
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The components of the Ricci tensor are given by
Rkj=R lklj ,
and then using (11) we get
Rkj =
=
2
:
l
(D2lkhlj+D
2
jlh lk&D
2
llhjk&D
2
jkh ll)
+=2 :
m, l _
1
2
Djhml (D lhmk+Dkhml&Dm hlk)
&
1
2
Dlhml (Dj hmk+Dkhmj&Dmhjk)
+
1
2
hml (D2jkhml&D
2
jmhlk)&
1
2
hml (D2lk hmj&D
2
lmh jk)
+
1
4
Dmhll (Dj hmk+Dkhmj&Dmhjk)
&
1
4
(Dj hlm+Dmh lj&Dlhjm)(Dl hmk+Dkhml&Dmhlk)&
+o(=2). (12)
In conclusion, since the scalar curvature is given by
R=Rkjg~ kj,
then, using (12) we recover the Lemma. K
Lemma 2.2. There results
f= (u)= f0 (u)+=G1 (u)+=2G2 (u)+o(=2),
where
f0 (u)=| \cn |{u|2& 12* |u|2*+ dx; u # E, (13)
G1 (u)=| \&cn :i, j hij Di u Dju+
1
2
R1u2
+\cn |{u|2& 12* |u|2*+
1
2
tr h+ dx, (14)
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G2 (u)=| _cn :i, j, l hilh lj Diu Dju+
1
2
R2u2+\cn |{u|2& 12* |u| 2*+
_\18 (tr h)2&
1
4
tr(h2)+
+
1
2
tr h \12 R1 u2&cn :i, j h ij D iu Dju+& dx. (15)
Proof. First we expand |{g~ u|2 in terms of =. There results
|{g~ u|2=:
i, j
g~ ij Diu Dju.
Thus, using (9) we obtain
|{g~ u|2=|{u|2&= :
i, j
h ij Diu Dj u+=2 :
i, j, l
hilhlj Di u Dju+o(=2). (16)
In order to evaluate dVg~ =| g~ |12 dx, let us expand | g~ | in power series of =.
Consider the determinant of the matrix
1+=h11 =h12 } } }
\ =h21 1+=h22 } } } + .} } } } } } . . .
Its linear part in = is tr h, while its quadratic part is 12 (i{ j hiihjj&
i{ j hijh ji), which coincides with 12 ((tr h)
2&tr(h2)). Then we obtain
| g~ |12=1+
=
2
tr h+=2 \18 (tr h)2&
1
4
tr(h2)++o(=2). (17)
Now, using (16) and (17), we can write
f=(u)=| \cn \ |{u|2&= :i, j hij Diu Duu+=
2 :
i, j, l
hilh lj D iu Dju+
+
1
2
(=R1+=2R2) u2&
1
2*
|u|2*+
_\1+=2 tr h+=2 \
1
8
(tr h)2&
1
4
tr(h2)++ dx+o(=2).
Factorizing with respect to = and =2 the conclusion follows. K
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3. THE ABSTRACT SETTING
In this section we recall the abstract perturbation method developed in
[3, 4, 6]. The specific form of the abstract set up is motivated by the
calculation in the preceding section. We want to find critical points of a
functional of the form
f= (u)= f0 (u)+=G1 (u)+=2G2 (u)+o(=2), u # E. (18)
It is always understood that E is a Hilbert space and f= (u), f0 , G1 ,
G2 # C2 (E, R). The fundamental tool is the following theorem (see [4,
Lemmas 2 and 4]).
Let BR=[u # E | &u&R].
Theorem 3.1. Suppose f0 satisfies
(f1) f0 has a finite dimensional manifold of critical points Z; let
b= f0 (z), for all z # Z;
(f2) f 0"(z) is a Fredholm operator of index zero for all z # Z;
(f3) for all z # Z it is TzZ=Ker f "0 (z).
Then, given R>0, there exist =0 and a smooth function
w=w(z, =) : M=Z & BR_(&=0 , =0)  E
such that
(i) w(z, 0)=0 for all z # Z & BR
(ii) w(z, =) is orthogonal to TzZ, \(z, =), # M;
(iii) the manifold
Z= [z+w(z, =) : (z, =) # M]
is a natural constrain for f $= , namely, if u # Z= and f $= | Z= (u)=0, then
f $= (u)=0.
For future reference let us recall that w satisfies (ii) above and
f $= (z+w) # TzZ, namely f "0 (z)[w]+=G$1 (z)+o(=) # TzZ. As a consequence,
if G$1 (z) = TzZ, one finds
w(=, z)=&=LzG$1 (z)+o(=), (19)
where Lz denotes the inverse of the restriction to (TzZ)= of f "0 (z).
In our applications, G1#on Z. This motivates the following Lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. Suppose that
G1 (z)=0, \z # Z (20)
and let 1: Z  R be defined by setting
1(z)=G2 (z)& 12 (LzG$1 (z), G$1 (z)). (21)
Then we have
f= (z+w(=, z))=b+=21(z)+o(=2).
Proof. Since G1|Z #0, then G$1(z) # (TzZ)= so (19) holds. Then one
finds
f= (z+w(=, z))
= f0 (z+w(=, z))+=G1 (z+w(=, z))+=2G2 (z+w(=, z))+o(=2)
= f0 (z)+ 12 f "0 (z)[w, w]+=G1 (z)+=G$1 (z)[w]+=
2G2 (z)+o(=2).
Using (20) and (19) the lemma follows. K
We are now in position to state the abstract result that we will use to
find the critical points of f= .
Theorem 3.3. Assume that we are in the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, and
Lemma 3.2 and that there exist a set AZ with compact closure and z0 # A
such that
1(z0)< inf
z # A
1(z) (resp. 1(z0)> sup
z # A
1(z)).
Then, for = small enough, f= has at least a critical point u= # Z= such that
b+=2 inf
A
1+o(=2)f= (u=)b+=2 sup
A
1+o(=2)
(resp. b+=2 inf
A
1+o(=2)b+=2 sup
A
1+o(=2)).
Furthermore, up to a subsequence, there exists z # A such that u=n  z in E
as =n  0.
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4. APPLICATION TO THE YAMABE PROBLEM
In this section we apply Theorem 3.3 to find multiple solutions of the
Yamabe problem. In Section 2 we have shown that f= has the form (18)
with f0 , G1 , G2 given in Lemma 2.2. Let
z+, ! (x)=+&(n&2)2z0 \x&!+ + , +>0, ! # Rn,
and
Z=[z+, ! | +>0, ! # Rn].
Z is an n + 1 dimensional manifold homeomorphic to Rn+1+ =[x # R
n+1 |
xn+1>0] and every z # Z is a critical point of f0 . In particular, hypothesis
(f1) in Theorem 3.1 is satisfied with b= f0 (w0). Assumption (f2) holds too,
since f "0 (z)=I&C, C compact for every z # Z, and (f3) follows from the
following lemma (see [6]).
Lemma 4.1. Tz+, ! Z=Ker f "0 (z+, !), namely if u # E solves
&2cn 2u=
n+2
n&2
z2*&2+, ! u,
then
u=: D+z+, !+({xz+, ! , ;), for some : # R, ; # RN.
Furthermore one has
Lemma 4.2. There results
G1 (z)=0, z # Z.
Proof. From (2) we deduce
Di z+, !=(2&n) +&(n2)&1
}n
(1+|(x&!)+|2)n2
(xi&!i); (22)
and
Dijz+, ! =(2&n) +&(n2)&1
}n$ij
(1+|(x&!)+|2)n2
+n(n&2) +&(n2)&3
}n (xi&! i)(x j&!j)
(1+|(x&!)+|2) (n2)+1
. (23)
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Therefore
z+, ! D ijz+, ! =(2&n) +&n
}2n$ij
(1+|(x&!)+|2)n&1
+
n
n&2
Di z+, ! Dj z+, ! . (24)
Using (8) and integrating by parts, we obtain
| R1 (x) z2+, !(x) dx=| :
i, j
hij (x)(2Diz+, ! Djz+, !+2z+, ! D2ijz+, !) dx
+| tr h(x)(2z+, ! 2z+, !+2 |{z+, ! | 2) dx.
From the fact that z0 solves (P0), and from (24) we deduce the equality
| R1 (x) z2+, !(x) dx=| :
i, j
hij (x) \2 \1+ nn&2+ Diz+, ! Dj z+, !
+
2(2&n) +&n}2n$ij
(1+|(x&!)+| 2)n&1+ dx
+| tr h(x) \ 1cn z2*+, !&2 |{z+, ! |2+ dx,
which inserted in (14) yields
G1 (z+, !)=
1
2 | tr h \
2
n&2
|{z+, ! | 2+
n&2
2n(n&1)
|z+, ! |2*
+
2(2&n) }2n+
&n
(1+|(x&!)+|2)n&1+ dx
=
1
2 | tr h
(n&2) }2n +
&n
(1+|(x&!)+|2)n
_\2 }x&!+ }
2
+
4n(n&1)
2n(n&1)
&2 \1+ }x&!+ }
2
++ dx=0.
This completes the proof. K
In order to find critical points of 1 it is convenient to study the
behaviour of 1 as +  0 and as ++|!|  . In the sequel we set 1(+, !)=
1(z+, !), etc. Our goal will be to show
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Proposition 4.3. 1 can be extended smoothly to the hyperplane
[(+, !)| +=0] by setting
1(0, !)=0. (25)
Moreover there results
1(+, !)  0, as ++|!|  +. (26)
Recall that 1=G2 (z)+ 12 (G$1 (z), w ), where z stands for z+, ! and
w =lim=  0 =&1w. First of all we handle G2 .
Lemma 4.4. There holds
lim
+  0
G2 (+, !)=}2n
(n&1)(n&2)
n \tr(h2)&
1
2
(tr h)2+ I 2n . (27)
Proof. Using the change of variables x=+y+!, we can write
G2 (z+, !)=| _cn :i, j, l hilh lj (+y+!) D iz0 ( y) Dj z0 ( y)
++2
1
2
R2 (+y+!) z20( y)+\cn |{z0 ( y)|2& 12* |z0 ( y)|2*+
_\18 (tr h)2&
1
4
tr(h2)+ (+y+!)+12 tr h(+y+!)
_\12 +2R1 (+y+!) z20( y)
&cn :
i, j
hij (+y+!) Di z0 ( y) Djz0 ( y)+& dy.
Passing to the limit for +  0 we obtain
G2 (0, !)=
cn
n
tr(h2)(!) | |{z0 ( y)| 2 dy+\18 (tr h)2&
1
4
tr(h2)+ (!)
_| \cn |{z0 ( y)| 2& 12* |z0 ( y)|2*+ dy
&
1
2
cn
n
(tr h)2 (!) | |{z0 ( y)|2 dy.
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Using the expression of z0 we can write
G2 (0, !)=2
(n&1)(n&2)
n
}2n tr(h
2)(!) I 2n
+\18 (tr h)2&
1
4
tr(h2)+ 2(n&1)(n&2) }2n(I 2n&In)
&
(n&1)(n&2)
n
}2n(tr h)
2 (!) I 2n .
Using (43) we conclude
G2 (0, !)=(n&1)(n&2) }2n
_\2n tr(h2)+
1
n \
1
2
(tr h)2&tr(h2)+&1n (tr h)2+ I 2n ,
and the lemma follows. K
As for the second term in 1 we have
(G$1 (z), w )=:1+:2 ,
where
:1 =| 12 tr h(2cn({z, {w )&|z|2*&1 w ) dx
:2=| \&2cn :ij hij D iz Djw +R1zw + dx.
It is convenient to introduce w*( y)=w*+, ! ( y) by setting
w*( y)=+n2&1w (+y+!).
Then, a change of variable yields
:1 =| 12 tr h(+y+!)(2cn({z0 ( y), {w*( y))&|z0 ( y)| 2*&1 w*( y)) dy
:2=| \&2cn :ij hij (+y+!) Diz0 ( y) Djw*( y)+ dy (28)
++2 | R1(+y+!) z0 ( y) w*( y) dy.
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The following formulas (A1)(A2) are proved in the Appendix
w*+, ! ( y)  w0 ( y) as +  0, (A1)
where, setting c$n=cn }n ((n&2)24(n&1)),
w0 ( y)=w0, !( y)=&
c$n
(1+| y|2)n2
:
j, k
hjk(!) yj yk , (29)
:
i, j
hij | Di z0 D j w0=
}2n(n&2)
2
2n \tr(h2)&
1
2
(tr h)2+ I 2n . (A2)
We are now in position to prove (25):
Proof of (25). From (28) and (A1) we infer
lim
+  0
:1= 12 tr h(!) | (2cn({z0 , {w*)&|z0 |2*&1 w*) dy=0,
because z0 satisfies (P0).
As for :2 one finds
lim
+  0
:2=&2cn :
ij
hij (!) | Di z0 Dj w* dy.
Using (A2) it follows that
lim
+  0
:2=&2}2n
(n&1)(n&2)
n \tr(h2)&
1
2
(tr h)2+ I 2n .
This, together with (27) implies 1(0, !)=0. K
Proof of Proposition 4.3 Completed. Let
g^ij (x)= g~ ij \ x|x|2+ ,
and consider the corresponding functional f , obtained by substituting in (4)
g~ with g^. Similarly, let us consider G i (u), i=1, 2, etc. Letting
u*(x)=|x|2&n u \ x|x| 2+
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it is easy to check that one has
f0(u)= f 0(u*), Gi (u)=G i (u*).
Moreover, one also has
1(z)=1 (z*).
This in terms of coordinates (+, !) becomes
1(+, !)=1 \ ++2+|!|2 ,
!
+2+|!|2+ .
Finally one finds
lim
++|!|  
1(+, !)=1 (0, 0)=0,
proving (26). K
In the next Proposition we take g~ of the form (5)(6).
Proposition 4.5. For n>6, and for g~ of the form (5)(6) we have
1
+
(0, !)=0,
21
+2
(0, !)=0,
31
+3
(0, !)=0, \! # Rn; (30)
41
+4
(0, !)= & :
i, j>1
kij |D2ija(!)|
2, \! # Rn; (31)
where kij>0.
The proof of this proposition will be sketched in the Appendix.
Remark 4.6. If n=6 it turns out that
lim
+  0+
1(+, !)
+4
=&
for all ! such that |D2ija(!)|
2{0, for some i, j>1.
From Propositions 4.3, 4.5, Remark 4.6, and Theorem 3.3 we can
immediately deduce
Corollary 4.7. Suppose that g~ has the form (5)(6), n6 and that a
is not constant. Then 1 achieves a minimum and hence the Yamabe problem
(3) has a positive solution.
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For a relationship between this and the Aubin result, see Remark 6.2
later on.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
We first prove some auxiliary lemmas
Lemma 5.1. There holds
Lz is uniformly bounded for z # Z. (UB)
Proof. Since f "0 (z0) is invertible on (Tz0 Z)
=, there exists c0 such that for
every u # (Tz0 Z)
=, there exist v(u) # (Tz0 Z)
= with &v(u)&=1 and
( f 0"(z0) u, v(u))c0 &u&.
If u # (Tz0 Z)
=, then u+, ! # (Tz+, ! Z)
=; by using the change of variables
x=+y+!, we deduce
( f "0 (z+, !) u+, ! , v+, !)=( f 0"(z0) u, v), \u, v # (Tz0 Z)
=.
Let us set (+$, !$)=(+&1, &!+); then one can easily see that
(u+$, !$)+, !=u, \u # E 1.
Now take u # (Tz+, ! Z)
=. From the last equalities we have
( f "0 (z+, !) u, (v(u+$, !$))+, !)=( f "0 (z0) u+$, !$ , v(u+$, !$))
c0 &u+$, !$&=c0 &u&,
where the inequality holds by the definition of v(u+$, !$). The last formula
implies that Lz is uniformly bounded for z # Z. K
In the sequel we shall consider two smooth functions { and | satisfying
the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. Let G{1 , G
|
1 , etc., be the corresponding
functionals.
Lemma 5.2. We have
&{G{1(z)&  0 as +  + uniformly in !. (32)
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Proof. We denote by K1 the support of {1 ( } ). By (14) there holds
|({G{1(z), v)|= }&2cn |K1 { D1 z D1v+|K1 R
{
1zv
+| 12 {(2cn({z, {v)&|z|2*&1 v) }
2cn &{& &{z& |
K1
|{v|+&R{1 & |z| |
K1
|v|
+ 12 &{& \2cn &{z& |K1 |{v|+&z&
2*&1
 |
K1
|v|+ .
Using the Ho lder and the Sobolev inequalities we obtain for some C1>0
|({G{1(z), v)|C1 (&{z&+&z&+&z&2*&1 ) &v&E .
Since &{z& , &z&  0 when +  +, we obtain &{G{1(z)&  0. K
Now we want to consider the metric of the form (5)(6) with a(x)=
{(x)+|(x&x0). It is easy to check that there results, for i=1, 2,
G|( } &x0)i (z+, !)=G
|
i (z+, !&x0). (33)
As a consequence one finds
1 |( } &x0) (+, !)=1 | (+, !&x0). (34)
Furthermore, if |x0 | is large enough so that the supports of { and |( } &x0)
are disjoint, one also has
G{+|( } &x0)i (z+, !)=G
{
i (z+, !)+G
|
i (z+, !&x0). (35)
Similar results hold for {Gi . In order to find a similar expression for 1, the
following lemma is in order
Lemma 5.3. Given M>0, there results
&{G{1(z)& }&{G
|( } &x0)
1 (z)&  0, as |x0 |  , (36)
uniformly in (+, !), +M.
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Proof. We have the estimate
|({G{1(z), v)|2cn &{& |
K1
|{z| |{v|+&R{1& |
K1
|v| |z|
+&{& cn |
K1
|{z| |{v|+ 12 &{& |
K1
|z|2*&1 |v|.
Using again the Ho lder and the Sobolev inequalities, we obtain
|({G{1(z), v)|C2 &z&E &v&E for some C2>0, so it is sufficient to show that
min[&{G{1(z)&, &{G
|
1 (z)&]  0 as |x0 |  , (37)
uniformly in (+, !), +M. Looking at the expression of z+, ! we deduce
that for every ’>0 there exists R>0 such that
|{z+, 0 (x)|, |z+, 0 (x)|’ for |x|R, +M. (38)
Using the change of variables y=x&!, we have
{G{1(z) v= &2cn |
K1&!
{( y+!) D1z+, 0 ( y) D1 v( y+!)
+|
K1&!
R{1( y+!) z+, 0 ( y) v( y+!) dy
+ 12 |
K1&!
{( y+!)(2cn({z+, 0 ( y), {v( y))
&|z+, 0 ( y)|2*&2 z+, 0 ( y) v( y)) dy.
If dist(!, K1)R, and if +M, then, using (38), the Ho lder and the
Sobolev inequalities we get
|({G{1(z), v)|C3 (’+’
2*&1) &v&E ,
for some C3>0. Since the above estimate is uniform in v, it is
&{G{1(z)&C3 (’+’
2*&1), for dist(!, K1)R, +M.
Similarly, if K2 denotes the support of | we obtain
&{G|( } &x0)1 (z)&C3 (’+’
2*&1), for dist(!&x0 , K2)R, +M.
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When |x0 | is large enough, it is always dist(!, K1)R or dist(!&x0 , K2)
R, so
min[&{G{1(z)&, &{G
|( } &x0)
1 (z)&]C3 (’+’
2*&1).
By the arbitrary of ’, (37) follows. K
Putting together (UB), Lemma 5.2, and Lemma 5.3 we infer
(Lz{G{1(z), {G
|( } &x0)
1 (z))  0 as |x0 |  , (39)
uniformly for z # Z.
Finally, from (33), (35), and (39) we infer:
Lemma 5.4. There results
1 {+|( } &x0) (+, !)=1 { (+, !)+1 | (+, !&x0)+o(1),
where o(1)  0 as |x0 |  , uniformly in (+, !).
We are now in position to give the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From Corollary 4.7 it follows that both 1 { and
1 | achieve a minimum at (+1 , !1), resp. (+2 , !2). Using (34) it follows that
1 |( } &x0) achieves the minimum at (+2 , !2+x0). From Lemma 5.4 we infer
that for |x0 | sufficiently large there exists $>0 such that the sublevel
[1 {+|( } &x0)<&$] is disconnected, namely [1 {+|( } &x0)<&$]=A1 _ A2
with A1 & A2=<. Applying the abstract result, Theorem 3.3, it follows
that 1 {+|( } &x0) has two distinct minima that give rise to two distinct
solutions of (3). K
Remark 5.5. Since 1 has two local minima, it possesses also a moun-
tain pass critical point (+*, !*). If +*>0 such a critical point gives rise to
a solution of the Yamabe problem which on general will have Morse index
greater than 1. On this topic see [7, 8]. This and other related questions
will be addressed in a future paper.
6. FURTHER RESULTS
In this section we indicate some possible extension of Theorem 1.1. The
proofs can be obtained using arguments similar to those carried out before.
In view of their length they are omitted. The first result which needs to be
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modified is Proposition 4.5. Given a metric g~ of the form (5) let W denote
the corresponding Weyl tensor. Expanding W with respect to = one finds
W ==W +o(=),
where W (x) is a tensor depending on the second derivatives D2klhij (x), only.
One finds:
Proposition 6.1. For n>6, Eq. (30) holds and moreover
1
4!
41
+4
(0, !)=& :
i, j, k, l
ci, j, k, l |W ijkl (!)| 2 \! # Rn, (40)
where ci, j, k, l>0. If n=6 then
lim
+  0+
1(+, !)
+4
=&, \! # Rn, W (!){0.
Remark 6.2. Proposition 6.1, jointly with Lemma 4.3, implies that 1
has a minimum provided W 0. This can be related to a result of Aubin
[1] where the existence of a solution of the Yamabe problem for a com-
pact non-locally conformally flat manifold (M, g), is proved by minimizing
the Sobolev quotient
Q(u)=
M cn |{gu|
2+(12) Rgu2
&u&22*
.
Roughly, this can be done by taking a test function u # H1 (M) which con-
centrates near points where W{0.
Consider g~ of the form (5) where h, k have compact support and let
W h= lim
=  0
1
=
W $+=h , W k= lim
=  0
1
=
W $+=k .
Using the same arguments carried over in the preceding section one can
show:
Theorem 6.3. Let n6, consider the metric of the form (5)
g~ (x)=$+=h(x)+=k(x&x0),
and suppose that W h , W k 0. Then for |x0 | large enough, there are two dif-
ferent metrics in [ g~ ] with scalar curvature identically equal to 1, provided =
is sufficiently small.
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Remark 6.4. The condition W h 0 is generic.
Theorem 6.3 can be further extended by dealing with metrics h, k which
do not have compact support. To do this, we can first consider a metric h
such that hij (P)=0 at some P # Rn. Then one takes a sequence hm of
smooth metrics such that hm=h outside the ball B2m (P) and hm #0 in
B1m (P). It is easy to see that one can also choose hm in such a way that
&hm&h&C2c } m, &hm&h&C 1c$, &hm&h&c"m.
This implies that the corresponding 1m  1 uniformly in Z. To prove this
claim it suffices to consider the terms G2, m&G2 and ({G1, m , w m)&
({G1 , w ). As for the former one has
|G2, m (z)&G2 (z)|c1
1
m
+c2 | (R2, m&R2) z2+(tr hm R1, m&tr hmR1) z2.
Since R2 , resp. R1 , depends only on h D2ijh, Dih Djh, resp. D
2
ijh, the choice
of hm implies that
| (R2, m&R2) z2c3 |
B2m(P)
z2,
| (tr hmR1, m&tr hR1) z2c4 |
B2m(P)
z2.
Using the Ho lder inequality one infers
|G2, m (z)&G2 (z)|c1
1
m
+c5
1
m2
.
Taking into account (UB) a similar argument shows that ({G1, m , w m)
&({G1 , w )  0 uniformly, proving the claim.
Similarly, if h(x)  0 as |x|   one can find a sequence hm having com-
pact support and such that 1m  1 uniformly in Z. This follows from the
preceding arguments, by using the transformation h  h . Furthermore, if
h, k  0 as |x|   then h(x)+k(x&x0) will be approximated by the
corresponding sequence hm (x)+km (x&x0) and for m and |x0 | large
enough there results
1 h+k( } &x0)m t1 h+k( } &x0),
uniformly in z.
Finally, given any h coming from a regular metric on S n, it tends at
infinity to the constant metric h (0). Then we can consider h&h (0) which
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fits into the preceding set up. Since there results 1 h&h (0)=1 h we can con-
clude with the following general result:
Theorem 6.5. Let n6 and consider the family of smooth metrics
g~ (x)=$+=h(x)+=k(x&x0).
Suppose that W h , W k 0. Then the same conclusion of Theorem 6.3 holds.
APPENDIX
1. Some Integrals
From |x|2=x21+ } } } +x
2
n it follows immediately that
Ij (x21)=
1
n
I 2j . (41)
From x21=x
4
1+x
2
1x
2
2+ } } } +x
2
1x
2
n , and from the expansion of |x|
4=
(ni=1 x
2
i )
2, we deduce
Ij (x21x
2
2)=
1
n(n+2)
I 4j ; Ij (x
4
1)=
1
n(n+2)
I 4j . (42)
From [10, p. 58], we have the relationships
|

0
xn (1+x2)m dx=
2m
2m+n+1 |

0
xn (1+x2)m&1 dx,
m, n # R, 2m+n+1{0,
whenever the integrals are defined and limx  0, + xn+1 (1+x2)m=0; we
also have
|

0
xn (1+x2)m dx=
n&1
2m+n+1 |

0
xn&2 (1+x2)m dx,
m, n # R, 2m+n+1{0,
whenever the integrals are defined and limx  0, + xn&1 (1+x2)m+1=0.
It follows in particular that
In=
n&2
n
I 2n ; I
4
n+1=
n+2
2n
I 2n . (43)
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2. Proof of (A1)
Lemma A.1. If we set
w +, ! (x)= lim
=  0
w+, !
=
=+&n2+1w*+, ! \x&!+ + , (44)
then there holds
w*+, ! (x)  w0 (x) in E, as +  0, (A1)
where w0 is given by (29), namely
w0=&cn}n
(n&2)2
4(n&1) _:j, k h jkx jxk&
1
(1+|x| 2)n2
.
Proof. We have
(G$1 (z), v)=| \12 tr h(2cn({z, {v) &|z|2*&1v)
&2cn :
ij
h ij Di z Djv+R1zv+ dx, v # E (45)
and
( f "0 (z+, !) w +, ! , v)=| (2cn({w +, ! , {v)&(2*&1) |z0 | 2*&2 w +, !v) dx,
v # E. (46)
We know that w+, !=&=Lz+, ! G$1 (z+, !)+o(=), and hence
( f "0 (z+, !) w +, ! , v)=(G$1(z+, !), v),
for all v # E. This implies that w +, ! solves
2cn 2w +, ! (x)+
n+2
n&2
z2*&2+, ! (x) w +, ! (x)
=2cn :
j, k
h jk (x) D2jk z+, ! (x)+2cn :
j, k
Dj hjk(x) Dk z+, ! (x)
&cn :
j, k
Djhkk (x) Djz+, ! (x)+R1 (x) z+, ! (x).
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From (44) we deduce that w*+, ! is a solution of
w*+, ! (x)=&Lz0 k+, ! (x), (47)
where
k+, ! (x)=2cn :
j, k
hjk (+x+!) D2ik z0 (x)+2+cn :
j, k
D jhjk (+x+!) Dk z0 (x)
&+cn :
j, k
Djhkk (+x+!) D jz0 (x)++2R1 (+x+!) z0 (x). (48)
We have that
k+, !  k0 in E, as +  0,
where
k0=2cn :
j, k
hjk (!) D2ikz0 (x).
Since Lz0 is continuous we deduce that
w0 (x)=&Lz0 k0 (x), (49)
which implies that w0 solves
2w0+
n(n+2)
(1+|x|2)2
w0=:
j, k
hik (!) D2jkz0 . (50)
Remark A.2. Equation (50) has infinitely many solutions w~ which are
equal modulo T =z Z. The quantity df1 (z)[w], which we are interested in, is
not affected by the translations of w by elements of T =z Z, so in the follow-
ing it will be enough to find just one solution to (50).
Since Eq. (50) is linear in h, we can solve it in some particular cases and
sum up at the end: we treat therefore separately:
Case 1. (hij)=$i1 $j2 . In this case w0 solves
2w0+
n(n+2)
(1+|x|2)2
w0=D212z0=}n n(n&2)
x1x2
(1+|x|2)n2+1
. (51)
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We try to solve (51) with a function of the type w0=x1 x2 f ( |x|2). With
such a position we have
2w0+
n(n+2)
(1+|x|2)2
w0 =4 |x|2 f "( |x| 2)+2nf $( |x|2)
+2(x22x1+x12x2) f $( |x|2)+
n(n+2)
(1+|x| 2)2
x1 x2 ,
so (51) becomes
4tf "(t)+(2n+8) f $(t)+
n(n+2)
(1+t)2
f (t)=
}nn(n&2)
(1+t)n2+1
,
which is solved by
f (t)=&
n&2
2
}n
1
(1+t)n2
.
In conclusion we get
w0 (x)=&
n&2
2
}n
x1x2
(1+|x|2)n2
. (52)
Case 2. (hij)=$i1 $j1 . In this case w0 solves
2w0+
n(n+2)
(1+|x| 2)2
w0
=D211z0
=}n (n&2) \ nx
2
1
(1+|x|2) (n2)+1
&
1
(1+|x|2)n2+ . (53)
We try to solve this equation with a function w0 of the form w0=x21 f ( |x|
2);
reasoning as before we see that (53) becomes
4tf "(t)+(2n+8) f $(t)+
n(n+2)
(1+t)2
f (t)=n}n (n&2)
n
(1+t) (n2)+1
;
2f = &}n (n&2)
1
(1+t)n2
.
The solution is given by
f (t)=&
}n (n&2)
2
1
(1+t)n2
,
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so w0 becomes
w0=&
}n (n&2)
2
x21
(1+|x| 2)n2
. (54)
A generic h is the sum of diagonal terms like Case 1, and non-diagonal
ones like Case 2.
Summing the expressions (52) and (54) related to the coefficients hij we
obtain (29). K
Proof of (A.2)
Lemma A.3. There holds
:
i, j
hij | Diz0 D j w0=
}2n(n&2)
2
2n \tr(h2)&
1
2
(tr h)2+ I 2n . (A2)
Proof. Integrating by parts we obtain
:
i, j
hij | Diz0 D j w0=&:
i, j
hij | w0 D2ijz0 . (55)
By writing the explicit expression of z0 and w0 we obtain
:
i, j
hij | Diz0 D j w0
=
}2n(n&2)
2
2
:
i, j, k, l
hij hkl (nIn+1 (xixjxkx l)&$ ijIn (xlxk)). (56)
Let us turn our attention to the term In+1 (xix jxkxl): it is different from
zero only when i= j and l=k, or when i=k and l= j, or when i=l and
j=k. Hence, there holds
:
i, j, k, l
h ijhklIn+1 (xix jxkx l)
= :
i= j, k=l
hijhkl In+1 (xixj xkxl)+ :
i=k, j=l
hijhklIn+1 (xi xjxkx l)
+ :
i=l, j=k
hijhklIn+1 (xixj xkx l)&2 :
i= j=k=l
hijhklIn+1 (xix jxkxl)
=:
i, k
hii hkkIn+1 (x2i x
2
k)+2 :
i, j
(h ij)2 In+1 (x2i x
2
j )
&2 :
i
(hii)2 In+1 (x4i ).
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Since In+1 (x4i )=3In+1 (x
2
i x
2
j ), i{ j, then
:
i, k
hiihkk In+1 (x2i x
2
k)=:
i, k
hii hkkIn+1 (x21x
2
2)+
2
3
:
i
(hii)2 In+1 (x4i ),
and
:
i, j
(hij)2 In+1 (x2i x
2
j )=:
i, j
hiihjjIn+1 (x21x
2
2)+
2
3
:
i
(hii)2 In+1 (x4i ).
The last two equalities imply
:
i, j, k, l
hij hklIn+1 (xixjxk xl)
=:
i, k
hiihkk In+1 (x21x
2
2)+2 :
i, j
(hij)2 In+1 (x21x
2
2),
from which we deduce
:
i, j
hij | Di z0 D j w0
=
}2n(n&2)
2
2n _
n
n+2
((tr h)2+2 tr(h2)) I 4n+1&(tr h)
2 I 2n& .
If we use (43), we get
:
i, j
hij | Diz0 D j w0=
}2n(n&2)
2
2n \tr(h2)&
1
2
(tr h)2+ I 2n .
This concludes the proof.
4. Proof of Proposition 4.5.
We want to expand near +=0 the function 1 as
1(+, !)=G2 (z+, !)+ 12{G1 (z+, !) w +, != :
4
i=1
#i (!) + i+o(+4).
In order to do this we find a similar expansion for G2 (z+, !) and
{G1 (z+, !) w +, ! . By using the change of variables x=+y+! we have
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G2 (z+, !)=| _12 cn a2 (+y+!) |D1 z0 | 2
&
1
8
a2 (+y+!) \cn |{z0 | 2& 12* |z0 |2*+
++2 \12 R2+
1
4
aR1+ (+y+!) z20& dy. (57)
Setting a0=a(!), it is a(+y+!)=a0++ i yi Dia(!)+ 12+
2 i, j D2ija(!) yi yj
+o(+2), and hence
a2 (+y+!)=a20+2+ :
i
a Dia(!) yi++2 :
i, j
(a D2ija(!)
+Di a(!) Dja(!)) yi yj+o(+2). (58)
Terms of order + in G2 have coefficients like
| y i |D1z0 |2, | yi.( | y|2),
for a suitable radial function ., which are all zero. Similarly, the first order
expansion in + of the term {G1 (z+, !) w +, ! involves only integrals of odd
functions and thus #1 (!)#0. For the same reason, #3(!)#0.
Let us now show that #2 (!)#0. First, the coefficients coming from G2
are of the type
Aij | yi yj y21r( | y| 2), and Aij | yi yjz20 ,
and such integrals, which are non-zero only for i= j, can be explicitly com-
putes in terms of I 4n , by means of relations of the same type as (43). For
h of the form (6) there holds
1
2
R2+
1
4
R1a=
1
4
(a 2a&a D211 a+|{a|
2&|D1a|2). (59)
So, using (57) and taking into account (58) and (59) we see that the coef-
ficient of +2 in G2 contains terms of the form a0 D2ija and Di a Dj a. For the
sake of brevity we will restrict ourselves to the very specific case that
Da(!)=0, D222a(!)=A{0, D
2
ija(!)=0 for i, j{2. (60)
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In this case the coefficient of +2 contains a factor of the form a0 A, and
precisely there results
G2 (+, !)=G2 (0, !)++2
1
2
(n&1)(n&2)
n(n+2)
a0AI 4n+o(+
2). (61)
It remains to evaluate 12{G1w =&
1
2(w , f 0"(z) w ). After a change of variable,
one finds
(w +, ! , f 0"(z+, !) w +, !)=(w*+, ! , f 0"(z0) w*+, !).
According to the arguments used in Lemma A.1 we can develop w* in
powers of +. Actually, if k+, !=k0++k1+ } } } , then w*=w0++w1+ } } } ,
where wi satisfies
2cn 2wi+
n+2
n&2
z2*&10 wi=k i .
If (60) holds, then w1=0, w0 contains the coefficient a0 , and w2 contains
the coefficient A. We then deduce that +2 appears as a multiple of
1
2 ((w2 , f 0"(z0) w0)+(w0 , f 0"(z0) w2)), and more precisely, since even w2 can
be evaluated explicitly, a straight calculation yields
1
2
(w , f 0"(z) w )=
1
2
(w0 , f 0"(z0) w0)++2
1
2
(n&1)(n&2)
n(n+2)
a0AI 4n+o(+
2).
This equals (61) because G2(0, !)& 12 (w0 , f 0"(z0) w0)=1(0, !)=0 and
hence #2 #0.
We now describe the procedure to evaluate 41. We assume n>6, h of
the form (6) and write
G2 (z)=;1+;2 ,
where
;1 =| a2 (+y+!) _cn2 |D1 z0 ( y)| 2&
1
8
(cn |{z0 ( y)|2)&
1
2*
|z0 ( y)| 2*& dy (62)
;2=
+2
2 | z
2
0( y) } \R2 (+y+!)+12 a(+y+!) R1 (+y+!)+ dy. (63)
The leading terms in ;1 to be considered are those containing the coef-
ficients of +4 in the Taylor expansion of a2, which are of the form
+4  Aijkl (!) yi y j yk yl .
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Taking into account that |D1z0 ( y)|2= y21( | y|
2) for some smooth (r), it
turns out that the non-vanishing integrals are only those like
cn
2
Aiikk | y2i y2k y21( | y|2) dy &
1
8
Aiikk | y2i y2k z20 dy
and similar terms containing Aikik and Aikki . All these integrals can be
evaluated explicitly by means of I 6n . We again assume (60) and also that
D4a(x)=0. One finds under the hypotheses
;1=&+4 } A2 }
9}2n(n&1)(n&2)
8n(n+2)(n+4)
I 6n+o(+
4).
As for ;2 there results
1
2
R2+
1
4
R1a=
1
4
(a 2a&a D211 a+|{a|
2&|D1a|2)=
3
8
A2x22+o( |x|
2).
Hence it follows
;2=+4
3
8 | y
2
2z
2
0( | y| ) dy } A
2+o(+4).
Let us point out that the above integral is finite whenever n>6. Putting
together ;1 and ;2 we deduce
G2 (z+, !)=G2 (0, !)++4 } \3}2n (n&1)(n&2)8n(n+2)(n+4) I 6n+ A2+o(+4).
Expanding again w* in powers of + we get
(w*+, ! , f 0"(z0) w*+, !)=(w0 , f 0"(z0) w0)++4 (w2 , f 0"(z0) w2)+o(+4).
Since w2 can be evaluated explicitly, a straight calculation yields for n>6
(w , f 0"(z) w )=(w0 , f 0"(z0) w0)++4 }
}2n(13n
2&47n+42) I 6n
12n(n+2)(n+4)
} A2+o(+4).
In conclusion we find
1(+, !)=G2(z+, !)&
1
2
(w , f 0"(z) w )=&+4
(n&2)(n&3) }2n I
6
n
6n(n+2)(n+4)
} A2+o(+4).
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Hence
41
+4
(0, !)=&c*A2=&c* |D222a(!)|
2,
where c* is a positive constant.
The general case is proved similarly.
If n=6 the integral in the preceding formula of ;2 becomes infinite. This
causes that G2 is no more of order +4. Similarly, also (w , f 0"(z) w ) is not of
order +4. However, repeating the preceding calculation one finds
+&4 (G2 (z+, !)& 12 (w , f 0"(z) w ))  &, as +  0+.
This proves Remark 4.6.
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